Exo Ceiling
DESCRIPTION
With optional sizes ranging from a simple cube to exaggerated
rectangular shades, the Exo LED ceiling light from Tech
Lighting yields the ultimate in minimalist form while secretly
concealing a specificationgrade, multifunction performance
downlight within. Its highperformance output is harnessed by
your choice of four field changeable optics ranging from a
precise 20° beam perfect for taskoriented applications such as
kitchen island lighting, to a wide 60° beam ideal for general
illuminationminded applications such as hallway lighting, entry
lighting or dining room lighting where it can be used in lieu of
recessed downlights. Additional precision control is offered by
way of integrated 0°30° toolfree beam aiming. Finally, a truly
customized look can be achieved with the Exo pendant light by
selecting from its white, black or gold haze recessed trim color
options. Includes 19 watt, 1047 delivered lumen, 2700K, 3000K
or 3500K LED modules. Choice of 20°, 30°, 40° or 60° field
changeable optics. Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic, triac,
or 010v dimmer.
INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box.
WEIGHT
22lb / 0.910.91kg ±
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ORDERING INFORMATION
700FMEXO
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LED927 LED 90 CRI 2700K 120V 277V UNV
LED930 LED 90 CRI 3000K 120V 277V UNV
LED935 LED 90 CRI 3500K 120V 277V UNV
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